EXCHANGE CLUB FOUNDATION OF WESTERN LEHIGH, PA
SPORTING CLAYS FUNDRAISER
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 14th, 2018
(RAIN or SHINE)
Course phone: 610-261-9616

Course Web Site: www.lvsclays.com
RULES

1.

Begin shooting when your squad is instructed to do so by an LVSC staff member.

2. Gun may be mounted at the shoulder prior to calling for targets.
3. Squad Competition Scoring: the top four scores from each 5 person squad will indicate the total squad
score.
4. Squad Ties: Squad ties will be broken by high gun per squad. In the event of a tie, second
highest gun per squad, etc.
5. Individual Ties: All ties will be broken by the highest score on Station 9. If Station 9 is tied, we will
progress to Station 10, 11, 12… until tie is broken.
6. At each station, the lead off shooter shall have the option of calling to look at a target from
the station. The lead off shooter may call for a presentation of each type of target.
7. Squad leaders add scores and turn in the tally sheets at the Scorer's table.
8. Because of the potential number of inexperienced shooters, shooters will not be penalized the first three
times for any of the combination of the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.

The safety is still on
Shooter fails to properly load the gun
Shooter fails to properly set the trigger for a second shot
Shooter fails to properly pump in the case of a pump shotgun.

Shooters will be penalized for the 4th of what are normally considered allowable gun
malfunctions. Shooters shall still be entitled to three allowable gun malfunctions.
9. A limit of Three Mulligans per shooter may be used. Only one mulligan should be
used per clay.
NO Practice Shots on the Course
Please Remember Gun Safety – Keep Guns Open
Load Gun Only When on a Station

Restrooms are located at the Clubhouse and by Stations 7 & 12 on the course.

OUR AIM IS TO STOP CHILD ABUSE . . . YOUR AIM WILL HELP!!

